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ABSTRACT
This study aims to determine the importance of management science and company operational standardization that is applied, to know a good and correct company development strategy in accordance with operational standards of company development strategy at UD. AQMARINA. This type of research is descriptive research with a qualitative approach where the data obtained from a UD. AQMARINA in the form of observation, interviews and literature study. The data used is primary data, where the data is processed from interview data of company owners and publications. The results of this study state that the importance of management knowledge and company operational standards for strategy development is very necessary, this is because the process of organizing something is done by a group of people organization to achieve these goals by working together to utilize the available resources by developing strategies. The standardization of company operations that is applied to this company is very standard, therefore it is necessary to have guidelines on the company's operational system so that it can run the company optimally. A good and correct company development strategy according to operational standards, this is done to get quality human resources with skills, work abilities, and job loyalty to a company or organization. The company's development strategy is not only skill development but also products produced in the form of product variants which are of course creative and innovative.
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INTRODUCTION
Management according to experts is an art in science such as planning, identifying, organizing, and monitoring. Management is a science that is quickly understood. Management is a form of cooperation between members to achieve a goal. Management is the art of implementing and organizing within the organization, this management also teaches in an organization the process of achieving goals in an organization by requiring cooperation between individuals with well-
established communication. Management is indispensable for the progress of a company because by managing the course of the company according to what is planned, both short and long term, the company's goals will be achieved immediately.

According to Rifai (2016) Management is a journey that is used to achieve and determine targets that have been allocated by utilizing human resources and other sources. The management of a trip that is quite unique consists of scheduling, grouping, moving and monitoring actions. Apart from that, management will not run optimally if one of these things is not done or functioned optimally. So management can be said as a coordinated unit of various human resources and other resources and cannot stand alone without the coordination, scheduling and arrangement of the managers of a company.

Managing a company with a complex scope of work and diverse human resources is not easy. In order to achieve the company's vision and mission properly, all existing components must be maximized. One thing that must be done is by making Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) is not just a rule, but the place for a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) in a company is very helpful in the company's growth process itself. Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) even have an effect on advancing the company. This is if the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) is not properly implemented, it will have an impact on the performance of human resources at the company to decline and in the end the quality of production will also decline. This also affects the success of a company, the ups and downs of a company are not only supported by the country's economy but also on the importance of the management of a company and the strategies it uses.

Companies that have complex or repetitive jobs will need clearer rules. This regulation is made of course which aims to tell in detail how all Human Resources (HR) in the company act in accordance with predetermined standards according to their main duties and functions. So that later there will be an orderly and effective work flow. With the existence of Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), of course, it can ease the work of all existing Human Resources (HR). With new employees, they will get to know them more quickly because there are already clear regulatory standards. It is very important Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for both large and small companies because the rules relating to main duties and functions are regulated in it. The continuity of these employees really determines the rhythm of the company, good performance must have a positive effect on the company in general.

From the management side it will also easily carry out control and supervision of the overall work nets. However, it is easier to get the odd thing out if you know something went wrong. So how to deal with all of this by quickly carrying out the process of making suggestions and decisions. In addition, there are still many objectives for Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) that can make the effectiveness of all company lines, some of which are: a) One of the parameters in assessing the quality of company services. b) To maintain consistent production quality and performance c) To prevent work accidents. d) To maintain the flow and corridor of each employee's duties.

Apart from having quite clear objectives, the existence of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) also has functions for various things, such as making the duties of all existing employees run smoothly, Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) can be used as a legal basis if things happen outside the company's corridors. can be used as a tool to check existing problems, and much more.

Strategic management helps the company in dealing with changes that the company is not ready to anticipate in its current conditions. The global economic crisis is a major obstacle that is often ignored by companies in an improving economic situation and obtaining maximum benefits, so when the situation worsens, the role of strategic management becomes very important and is needed by the company. When the company is on the verge of a big problem, it will be too late to
implement a strategic management. This is due to time we cannot allocate beforehand and a situation that we cannot predict. Strategic management can provide an organization's support in combining, analyzing, and organizing information.

Strategic management has short-term goals as an organizational pillar that must be reached to achieve long-term goals. Long-term goals, annual goals that must be measurable, quantitative, challenging, realistic, consistent, and prioritized. They must be defined at the company, divisional, and functional levels of the large organization. Annual objectives should be stated in terms of management, marketing, finance / accounting, production / operations, research and growth, and information systems. In terms of annual goals required for each long-term goal. Long-term goals are very important in strategy formulation, while annual goals are especially important in the implementation strategy. The annual objective is a basic objective for distributing resources. Policy is the means of annual goals that must be achieved. Policies include guidelines, regulations, procedures that are established to conducive efforts to achieve stated goals. From here it is important that there is a strategy made by the company to support short-term and long-term goals. Changes in one component or model in the company may require changes in one of the other components. For example, economic change can represent a great opportunity and require changes in the long term and strategic objectives, annual failure to achieve objectives can require changes in policy or major rivals of strategic change may require a strong change in mission. Therefore, strategy formulation, implementation, and evaluation of activities must be carried out continuously, not only at the end of the year. The strategic management process never really ends. The application of the strategic management process is usually more formal and larger in large organizations and vice versa. Companies that have many divisions, products, markets, and technology also tends to be more formal in the implementation of strategic management concepts. The next benefit of strategic management is the main advantage of strategic management: Proactive in growing the company's future in implementing actions to formulate better strategic management (systematic, logical, rational approach) from the financial side: advancing productivity Increasing sales Increasing profitability. Non-Financial Benefits: Advancing employee productivity and understanding of competitor strategies from the results of this study reveal that organizations that use strategic management concepts are more profitable and successful than people who do not use company operational standards and do not use appropriate company strategies.

METHODS

This type of research used by researchers is descriptive qualitative. According to Sugiyono (2016: 9) qualitative research methods are research methods used to examine the conditions of natural objects where the researcher is the key instrument. Thus the meaning or definition of qualitative research is research used to examine the condition of the object. It is only natural that the researcher is the key instrument. The approach used in this study is a qualitative approach, qualitative research, namely, research that does not use calculations or explain it by scientific research that emphasizes the natural character of the data source. This type of research is a case study, because this research uses a qualitative approach and includes case study research so the results of this research are descriptive analysis, namely how the existing operational system in the soy sauce company UD. AQMARINA which is already running well and wants to be developed to be more and more advanced and to increase the performance and turnover of the company that is being raised.

The object selected in this study is the extent to which the importance of management knowledge and operational standards of the company system in formulating the company development strategy of UD. AQMARINA. Research must have a research object so that it makes the course of research more focused on predetermined goals. Basically, an object is something that will or will be examined in a research activity. The object of research is an object that explains what the data is
or who is the object of research, also where and when the research was carried out, it can also be added with other things if deemed necessary. While other opinions of the object of research are defined as an attribute or nature or value of a person.

Based on the type of data obtained at the company by formulating a company development strategy UD. AQMARINA, the data management and data analysis technique used is a qualitative descriptive method, that is, before the data is analyzed, the collected data must meet the validity of the data in accordance with the research. The data technique used in this study began by examining all available data from various sources, namely interviews, field observations, official documents, and several photos of activities. This research approach uses interviews to all employees and company leaders about how important management knowledge and operational standards are in the company’s systems in formulating a soy sauce company development strategy (UD. AQMARINA).

Data Collection Techniques To obtain the data needed in this study the researchers used the following methods: a. Observation. Observation is a technique or approach to obtain primary data by directly observing the data object. b. Interview. Interviews are two-way communication to get data from respondents. Researchers held direct questions and answers, both formally and informally, with the parties involved in the issues to be discussed in the research writing, namely regarding the application of accounting in company financial records. c. Literature review. Literature study is by visiting the library and looking for literature books that match the issues raised, and the information obtained will then be used to solve the problem.

At this stage, data collection was carried out regarding information on the UD AQMARINA soy sauce company which would be used as the object of research to find out how important the management knowledge and operational standards of the company system were in formulating the UD soy sauce company development strategy. AQMARINA. Collection of UD data. Aqmarina is as follows:

1. Researchers collected data through observation activities and direct observations in the field as well as taking documentation, interviews and discussions with UD AQMARINA employees and owners. Data Analysis Data analysis was carried out in a descriptive qualitative manner, namely the recording process to describe the state of the object under study based on the facts and conditions that occurred in the field. 2. Mapping data on the production process and supply of soy sauce companies including suppliers, production and consumers. Also identified various problems that arise in soy sauce production. Furthermore, a strategy analysis is carried out by the company through the stages in accordance with the literature study. The hope is in accordance with the objectives of this study. 3. The time used during the research is 30 days during company working hours to make it more effective and efficient in retrieval of information.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Soy sauce is a food ingredient that has a soy base ingredient. With the rapid advancement of technology, the soybeans used must be of good quality, including using black soybeans which are native to Indonesia. Soy sauce is very popular in Indonesia because it is affordable in terms of price but fulfills sufficient nutritional value. This is what makes the soy sauce company UD. AQMARINA produces soy sauce. Apart from the abundance of raw materials in Lumajang district, the price of the ingredients is very affordable. The soy sauce company UD. AQMARINA is a subsidiary company of UD.SHABRINA which was successful in developing processed snack products by the typical Lumajang Regency. The business occupied by UD. SHABRINA includes fila bread, banana chips and herbal concoctions which are sold in bottles. This company was started by a husband and wife, namely Drs Aminuddin and Drs. Mahindar who is the owner of this company. This company is located in Lumajang Regency, which is on Jln Setail 20 Lumajang. At first they did marketing in the city by opening a souvenir shop at home and gradually began to develop marketing in supermarket stores in Lumajang district. By entering into an MOU with
several agencies, this is an opportunity in its development. At first he participated in the auction market at Bank Jatim Surabaya once a month. Even this product has also expanded outside the city of Lumajang, namely in several large supermarkets in the cities of Jember and Probolinggo. Being one of the products sold in large supermarkets like Carefour is a matter of pride for the owner.

In starting this soy sauce company, many ups and downs experienced, of course, made it a good experience. The grief is that doing this soy sauce business does not immediately get a market, but for about two years the market has only existed. Previously they were looking for and looking for markets. Starting from the capital of the smallest stove and frying pan, until now, we have used the biggest stove and frying pan. Including the use of technology, too. From my friends’ experience, the first time I tried the tube it took a week to run out of three pumps. Finally, there is a suggestion from a friend who uses a disposable electric pump that can be used for three stoves. In the early days of production, 12 employees were recruited, but everything didn't go according to plan. Understandable because this is the first time. Furthermore, there is a selection process because it is considered that they are recruiting too many employees and are considered inefficient, so from the current needs selection only 8 people are left. For 2.5 years they can only be released to operate this soy sauce company. But even then they don't work every day, only twice a week.

Funding used in the soy sauce company UD. AQMARINA is derived from its own capital and there are several grants obtained from district government development programs. It can be said that this company is superior in several fields of production but is not maximal in knowledge of the importance of management science and its operational strategy. It is unfortunate if the creative ideas of the nation's children by maximizing the production in their surroundings are to make a product that has a high selling value. The lack of knowledge about management makes this soy sauce business unable to run its business optimally. The need for all incomplete materials and the performance of employees who still have to wait for command from the owner in each implementation. Not all employees understand their respective main duties and functions so that they do not work for each other to wait for orders from one another. Minimal equipment requires consultation and innovation to make work easier. This is where management knowledge and strategy formulation are needed so that company operations can run smoothly.

After we made observations and interviews with employees and company owners from several lists of questions that we made and referred to the research objectives and the problems raised in this study. Then it can be interpreted as follows: How Important is Management Science and Company Operational Standards for Strategy Development. It is very important management knowledge and company operational standards for technology development. The definition of management is a process to regulate something that is done by a group of people or organization to achieve the goals of the organization by working together to make the most of the available resources. Some of the main reasons about the importance of the role of management strategy for the soy sauce company UD. AQMARINA includes: a) Clarify the long-term goals to be achieved. b) Make it easier for companies to adapt to new policies. c) Make a company or organization more active. d) Identify companies that have a comparative advantage which makes them even more risky. e) It is very difficult to dynamize changes in old employees. f) The implementation stage will be better if it involves all employees so that it becomes motivation for employees. g) Making a strategy will enhance the ability of the company or organization to prevent problems from arising in the future.

From the main reasons explained on the importance of the role of management strategy for a company, more specifically the soy sauce company UD. AQMARINA is an attestation of long term goals that so far has not been owned by UD. AQMARINA. In the end, when several policies changed, employees experienced difficulties in making decisions and organizing. Because after all the decision returned to the owner of the company. Being an active company, UD AQMARINA had a very difficult time because after all the decision still depends on the policy of the leader. If every company already knows how to properly manage and what strategies are used, they can
certainly measure the performance of each employee. So if employees do not match their expertise, they can be replaced immediately because if they are left alone, the work of the soy sauce company cannot be maximized. When the karwayan used is in accordance with the expertise they have, it is even easier to divide it according to the employees’ main tasks and functions which will make the work more efficient. Competent employees will provide many solutions for the company to be more advanced. If the Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) has been implemented properly, the company’s goals will be achieved soon.

Standardization of Company Operations Applied to the Company. Knowledge of management knowledge owned by UD. AQMARINA is very standardized so that it cannot streamline time, effort and costs so it needs training or at least information on knowledge about proper management and operational standards in a company. Operational standardization in the company, this is very necessary to be determined in order to assist in managing a company with a complex scope and diverse human resources is not easy. All the existing elements must be maximized properly so that what is the company's vision and mission can be achieved properly. One way to do this is to create and implement standardized company operations. With the implementation of this company standardization, the company is able to act in accordance with existing standards and its main duties and functions. So that later an orderly and effective work flow will emerge. And of course, the existence of operational standardization can facilitate the work of all existing human resources. If there are new employees, they will also adapt quickly because there are clear regulatory standards. From the management side, it will also be easy to control and supervise the overall workflow. It will be easy to get things that are not fair if you encounter an error. So that it will quickly make decisions and solutions to overcome them. This operational standardization can also help discipline all levels of the company in a more positive direction to be more responsible in a job. This operational standardization can also detect the obstacles that are being or will be experienced by employees so that the company can anticipate unexpected things in running the company, including the obstacles that are being or will be experienced by employees. If the obstacles are known, the company can find a way out in solving the problems it faces without disturbing the running of the company.

Good and Correct Company Development Strategy According to Operational Standards. Standard company development at UD. AQMARINA is very limited, because in this company it prioritizes the attitude of descent from what was inherited by UD. SHABRINA before. They rely on all decisions just waiting for what is conveyed by the family or from the previous leadership. No new innovations are conveyed for the smooth running of a company. This company development strategy is carried out to carry out qualified personalities with skills, work abilities, and job loyalty to a company or organization. The company's development strategy is not only skill development but there are many ways to develop it. There are several strategies that can be studied by companies in developing and finding the human resources needed, including training, coaching, system changes, opportunities and rewards. With the existence of a good and correct company development strategy, it can carry out processing of its products to innovate the product to make it different and look more attractive than other products. In order to compete with other products. With this strategy it can also provide affordable and competitive prices, as well as, provide maximum service to consumers. With the creation of a good and correct company development strategy, it can establish a harmonious relationship with internal and external parties of the company. In the company development level which consists of the production level, the commercial level and the corporate level. With the existence of a good and correct company development strategy, it can carry out processing of its products to innovate the product to make it different and look more attractive than other products. In order to compete with other products. With this strategy it can also provide affordable and competitive prices, as well as, provide maximum service to consumers. With the creation of a good and correct company development strategy, it can establish a harmonious relationship with internal and external parties of the company. In the company development level which consists of the production level, the commercial level and the corporate level. With the existence of a good and correct company
development strategy, it can carry out processing of its products to innovate the product to make it different and look more attractive than other products. In order to compete with other products. With this strategy it can also provide affordable and competitive prices, as well as, provide maximum service to consumers. With the creation of a good and correct company development strategy, it can establish a harmonious relationship with internal and external parties of the company. In the company development level which consists of the production level, the commercial level and the corporate level. In order to compete with other products. With this strategy it can also provide affordable and competitive prices, as well as, provide maximum service to consumers. With the creation of a good and correct company development strategy, it can establish a harmonious relationship with internal and external parties of the company. In the company development level which consists of the production level, the commercial level and the corporate level.

The solution expected for UD. AQMARINA present and future. Solution is something that must be done to change a situation for the better. Why is a solution needed, because the problems faced will be resolved with a solution that is carried out either gradually or directly. Not all companies are willing to receive positive feedback. However, if we convey it correctly and clearly, the company will certainly accept the progress of the company. After we observe the results of interviews with all employees and owners of the company UD. AQMARINA, it is necessary to have several solutions that must be implemented so that this company can develop including:

Increase promotion. Promotion is a medium to provide information to the public that we have soy sauce products at affordable prices and premium quality, this needs to be done seriously both mass media and social media. Social media is currently the best promotional media because it is cheap but can be reached by people at home and abroad. It doesn't have to be set at a certain time, but social media can be reached by all groups, wherever and whenever the information is accessed.

Correctly identify who our competitors are. When making a product, we must understand who our competitors are, who our consumers are, so we know who our market share will be which we will target in marketing this soy sauce product. Be vigilant with competitors, so you have to think creatively and innovatively so that there is still a difference between our products and those of competitors.

Extending the network we have. Back again to promotions, because with intense promotions and our products are accepted by the wider community, business relations who want to get acquainted with us will definitely want to accept the products we produce. Some may even be interested in sharing the results can be discussed in accordance with clauses that must be obeyed. d. Increase the resource expertise possessed by the company. Employee recruitment that we carry out must understand how our products are, how to process them so that production can be maximized because employees know how to operate machines properly and correctly and on time.

The main priority is the best service for consumers or buyers. The buyer is king, why is that because the quality of service is benchmarked against this too. When the service is good and satisfying, consumers will definitely recommend it to family and friends so that they want to give our products according to the experience they have. Likewise, if the opposite is true, consumers are lazy to buy our products back.

More creative and innovative about the products we produce. Creative and innovative really need to be considered so that our products have more value than those of our competitors. Creative and innovative product variants and packaging will be loved by consumers so that whenever they need it, they will definitely come back to us.
Streamline company operating costs. When the employees we recruit are competent in their field, they will automatically be able to work optimally. Counting the raw materials used is not excessive because there are measures that are adhered to. Measuring when we bring in raw materials also needs employees to obey for a company operation because with this the raw materials we bring will pile up uncontrollably and eventually rot is wasted. Not a few companies have a large area of land, without any control to bring in the right raw materials, they can pile up on one land and disrupt company activities.

Investation. It is mandatory for companies to invest, investment can be in the form of money or machines. Why is that, because the use of machines every day is increasing continuously. Abandon its function has decreased slightly and this requires maintenance that is carried out according to the company's schedule on a regular basis every month. When the maintenance is always carried out, the engine failure will be immediately handled without having to hinder the running of the company. Investment is very important for the company for the development of the company in the future.

Manage finances as best as possible. This is what we will later use for company operations and to find out each production time what percentage is obtained. Is the maximum profit or not. When the profit is not maximal, we can evaluate the constraints experienced by the company so that the production capacity is not maximal. After that, we can find solutions to solve problems experienced by our company.

The need to attend training courses to motivate employees and company owners. After observations and interviews conducted about the lack of management knowledge and strategy formulation, it is very influential for the sustainability of the company. Therefore, UD. AQMARINA needs to conduct a comparative study and attend several trainings tailored to the fields needed by the company. Why is there a need for a comparative study and review of some literature because with this, company benchmarks can be known whether or not it is progressing and can motivate employees or owners to be more creative and innovative in developing the products produced.

CONCLUSION

This research was conducted at the company UD. AQMARINA which after being examined by researchers by comparing how the company operates until it can formulate strategies that must be done in the company in order to increase the company's turnover. And the results state that the importance of management science and company operational standards for the development of technology used to facilitate production and improve employee and company performance. With strategic management, it is expected that the strategy can be properly managed so that it can be implemented to take and integrate all decisions and actions within the company. Standardization of operations in the company is very necessary to be implemented so that it is not easy to assist in managing a company with a complex scope and diverse human resources. All the existing elements must be maximized properly so that what is the company's vision and mission can be achieved properly. One way to do this is to create and implement standardized company operations. With the implementation of this company standardization, the company is able to act in accordance with existing standards. So that later an orderly and effective work flow will emerge. This company development strategy is carried out to carry out qualified personalities with skills, work abilities, and job loyalty to a company or organization. The company's development strategy is not only skill development but there are many ways to develop it. There are several strategies that can be studied by companies in developing and finding the human resources needed, including training, coaching, system changes, opportunities and rewards.
For the company, it is better if the owner regularly reviews and conducts comparative studies with other companies to find out how far the company has progressed. The function of the comparative study is to imitate the strategies that must be done so that the company can progress and develop. And then the company can formulate what strategies the company should use to face competition and make the company exist and have a wider market share, especially supported by the maximum possible promotion and the development of creative and innovative ideas.

For other researchers, this research topic should be able to review using different populations, different samples and more than one company case in order to obtain other better findings and useful for developing knowledge. This research can be used as a similar reference and can be used as a reference for studies in other objects with different research models.
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